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ABSTRACT
The foot is a complex structure with many articulations and multiple degrees of freedom that play an important role in static posture and dynamic activities. The evolutionary development of the arch of the foot was coincident with the greater demands placed on the foot as humans began to run. The movement and stability of the arch is controlled by intrinsic and extrinsic muscles. However, the intrinsic muscles are largely ignored by clinicians and researchers. As such, these muscles are seldom addressed in rehabilitation programmes. Interventions for foot-related problems are more often directed at externally supporting the foot rather than training these muscles to function as they are designed. In this paper, we propose a novel paradigm for understanding the function of the foot. We begin with an overview of the evolution of the human foot with a focus on the development of the arch. This is followed by a description of the foot intrinsic muscles and their relationship to the extrinsic muscles. We draw the parallels between the small muscles of the trunk region that make up the lumbar core and the intrinsic foot muscles, introducing the concept of the foot core. We then integrate the concept of the foot core into the assessment and treatment of the foot. Finally, we call for an increased awareness of the importance of the foot core stability to normal foot and lower extremity function.

The human foot is a very complex structure, which allows it to serve many diverse functions. During standing, it provides our base of support. During gait, the foot must be stable at foot-strike and push-off. However, during mid-support, the foot must become a mobile adaptor and attenuate loads. It also possesses spring-like characteristics, storing and releasing elastic energy with each foot-strike. This is accomplished through the deformation of the arch, which is controlled by intrinsic and extrinsic foot muscles. There is evolutionary evidence that the foot architecture and musculature developed in response to the increased demands of load carriage and running. The stability of this arch, which we propose to be the central ‘core’ of the foot, is requisite to normal foot function.

THE RELEVANCE OF CORE STABILITY TO THE FOOT
Core stability has received much attention in the clinical and athletic arenas. Interest has primarily been focused on the role of lumbo-pelvic-hip stability in normal lower extremity movement patterns. 1 The muscular system of the lumbo-pelvic hip complex, or core, has been described as consisting of local stabilisers such as the multifidus and transverse abdominis, and global movers such as latissimus dorsi. 2 The local stabilisers have small cross-sectional areas and small moment arms. Therefore, they do not produce large rotational moments at the respective joints that they cross. However, they do act to increase intersegmental stability. Proper function of local stabilisers provides a stable base on which the primary movers of the trunk, those with larger cross-sectional areas and moment arms, can act to cause gross motion. When core muscles are weak or are not recruited appropriately, the proximal foundation becomes unstable and malaligned, and abnormal movement patterns of the trunk and lower extremity ensue. 3 This can lead to a variety of overuse lower extremity injuries. 4, 5, 7

We propose that the concept of core stability may also be extended to the arch of the foot. The arch is controlled with both local stabilisers and global movers of the foot, similar to the lumbo-pelvic core. The local stabilisers are the four layers of plantar intrinsic muscles that originate and insert on the foot. These muscles generally have small moment arms, small cross-sectional areas and serve primarily to stabilise the arches. The global movers are the muscles that originate in the lower leg, cross the ankle and insert on the foot. These muscles have larger cross-sectional areas, larger moment arms, are prime movers of the foot, and also provide some stability to the arch. With each footstep, the four layers of intrinsic muscles act to control the degree and velocity of arch deformation. When they are not functioning properly, the foundation becomes unstable and malaligned; and abnormal movement of the foot ensues. This may manifest in foot-related problems. Plantar fascitis is one of the most common overuse injuries of the foot. It is recognised as a repetitive strain injury from excessive deformation of the arch. 8 The importance of the arch musculature in this prevalent foot injury is currently underappreciated. This is underscored by recent articles describing clinical evidence and guidelines for plantar fascitis, 9 as well as posterior tibial tendon dysfunction, 10 medial tibial stress syndrome 11 and chronic lower leg pain 12 that have no mention of foot strengthening as a component of the interventions.

Therefore, our purpose was to propose a foot core system paradigm by (1) describing the evolution of the human arch for locomotion, (2) delineating the subsystems of the foot core, (3) reviewing assessment and treatment of the foot integrating the concepts of foot core stability and (4) finally discussing future research directions. Our overall goal was to propose a new paradigm by which to view foot function, assessment and treatment.
THE ORIGIN OF THE HUMAN ARCH

The human foot has evolved from one similar to that of African apes, where it serves in both arboreal and terrestrial locomotion.\textsuperscript{13} The transition from ape-like to human-like foot structure reflects a shift to locomotor habits dominated by terrestrial bipedality. When walking bipedally, the gait of chimps is compromised by the absence of structural specialisations that permit the human foot to operate as a compact, rigid lever system during the latter half of stance. These include (1) an enlarged and permanently adducted hallux, (2) shortened lateral digits, (3) compaction and realignment of the tarsal bones to help prevent the ‘mid-tarsal break’ observed in the foot of apes\textsuperscript{14} and (4) the addition of a well-defined medial longitudinal arch defended by strong plantar tensile elements. The condition of the foot arches, absent in apes, remains controversial. A transverse arch was likely present,\textsuperscript{15} but the crucial medial longitudinal arch was absent or weakly expressed,\textsuperscript{16} implying a poorly defined plantar aponeurosis and hence greater reliance on muscular effort to resist forces acting on the toes during late stance. In contrast, even the earliest members of the genus \textit{Homo} for which there is adequate evidence (eg, early \textit{Homo erectus}) possessed an essentially modern foot structure, including a well-defined medial longitudinal arch.\textsuperscript{17,18}

The modern human body (ie, \textit{Homo}), especially in musculoskeletal design, reflects the mechanical demands of endurance running.\textsuperscript{19} That habitual bipedalism was practiced for several million years by \textit{Australopithecus} without the hallmark features of the human foot also suggests that such traits arose in the context of a new and more demanding locomotor behaviour. A key distinction between walking and running is the central importance of ‘leg springs’ in running but not walking.\textsuperscript{19} These springs include a pronounced Achilles tendon and the plantar aponeurosis and spring ligaments on the inferior aspect of the foot. All are absent in apes and were either lacking or minimally developed in \textit{Australopithecus}. Running also subjects the digits to much larger extension forces during late stance and toe-off phases than does walking; a strong plantar aponeurosis offers substantial passive resistance to these loads. Additionally, mid-stance flattening of the longitudinal arch when running both cushions foot impact and stores recoverable strain energy in the stretched elastic tissues,\textsuperscript{20} but unlike most quadrupedal mammals specialised for running, humans retain considerable intrinsic foot musculature. These same muscles are reduced and sometimes completely lost in quadrupedal runners, making internal stabilisation of the foot mostly passive. Human runners are unique in needing to control balance during single leg support and for this reason (unlike quadrupeds) require a foot that is reasonably mobile, able to accommodate uneven substrates, and actively controlled. Electromyography (EMG) studies show that plantar intrinsic foot muscle activity is most consistent among participants during running and least during walking.\textsuperscript{21} While more variable, the intrinsic foot muscles are routinely active in late stance of walking and may have a significant role in controlling load distribution under the foot as well as augmenting the flexor function of the medial longitudinal arch, especially at higher speeds.\textsuperscript{21,22} Although often showing minimal activity in simple stance, the intrinsic foot muscles are more strongly recruited when additional loads are added to the participant.\textsuperscript{23} Frequent long-distance burden carrying may explain the evolutionary transformation from \textit{Australopithecus}-like to \textit{Homo}-like body proportions\textsuperscript{24} and might also help account for relatively robust intrinsic foot muscle development in the human foot.

THE FOOT CORE SYSTEM

The theoretical basis of lumbopelvic-hip core stability is rooted in the functional interdependence of the passive, active and neural subsystems controlling spinal motion and stability originally proposed by Panjabi.\textsuperscript{25} The passive subsystem consists of the bony and articular structures, while the active subsystem consists of the muscles and tendons attaching to and acting on the spine. The neural subsystem consists of sensory receptors in the joint capsules, ligaments, muscles and tendons surrounding the spine. The passive subsystem provides for a balance between mobility and stability of the vertebral column. The active subsystem consists of two functional muscular components: the local stabilisers and the global movers.\textsuperscript{7} The local stabilisers consist of both the short, intersegmental muscles that primarily originate and insert on the spinal column and have short moment arms and act to increase intersegmental dynamic stability. Proper function of local stabilisers provides a stable base on which the primary movers of the trunk can act to cause gross motion. The global movers cross multiple vertebral segments, have attachments on the pelvis and thorax, and can exert longer moment arms to move the trunk and extremities. These include the more superficial erector spine as well as the internal and external oblique and rectus abdominus muscles. The neural subsystem monitors spinal motion and forces and sends afferent signals to the central nervous system. If those afferent signals exceed a given threshold, efferent signals are sent from the central nervous system to the appropriate muscles to alter spinal motion and forces.

Hodges\textsuperscript{26} further delineated the strategies of lumbopelvic core stability into ‘control’ and ‘capacity’ components. The control strategy aims to restore coordination of the muscles acting on the lumbopelvic core while the capacity strategy aims to provide adequate muscle strength and endurance to prevent the spine from being mechanically unstable under varying loads. Ultimately, the control and capacity strategies complement each other in providing for a stable lumbopelvic core and these same principles may be applied to the foot core system. The application of lumbopelvic core stability concepts to the foot are illustrated in figure 1. These concepts as they relate to the ankle and foot were first proposed by Jam\textsuperscript{27} and we further expand on their application to the foot core. The description of each of subsystems follows.

Passive subsystem of the foot core

The passive subsystem of the foot core consists of the bones, ligaments and joint capsules that maintain the various arches of the foot. The functional configuration of the bony anatomy of the foot results in four distinct arches which include the medial and lateral longitudinal arches as well as the anterior and posterior transverse metatarsal arches.\textsuperscript{28} While often viewed as separate structures, McKenzie\textsuperscript{29} proposed that these arches coalesce into a functional half dome responsible for flexibly adapting to load changes during dynamic activities (see figure 2). This half dome has been thought to be predominantly supported by passive structures including the plantar aponeurosis (see figure 3A) and plantar ligaments (see figure 4), however local dynamic support is also thought to be provided from the intrinsic foot muscles in the active subsystems and indirectly by the contractions of the extrinsic foot muscles.\textsuperscript{30} 30

Active subsystem of the foot core

The active subsystem consists of the muscles and tendons that attach on the foot. The local stabilisers of the foot are the plantar intrinsic muscles that both originate and insert on the foot, whereas the global movers are the extrinsic muscles that originate in the lower leg, cross the ankle and insert on the foot (see figure 5). While there are intrinsic muscles on both the dorsal and plantar aspects, the plantar intrinsic muscles are most
commonly described due to their functional link with the longitudinal and transverse arches of the foot half dome. The plantar intrinsic foot muscles consist of four layers of muscles deep to the plantar aponeurosis. The first two layers have muscle configurations which align with the medial and lateral longitudinal arches of the foot whereas the deeper layers configure more so with the anterior and posterior transverse arches (see figure 6A–E). See online supplementary appendix for a full description of the anatomical and biomechanical contributions of the intrinsic foot muscles. By examining the synergistic relationships among these muscles to the relevant bony anatomy and foot dome configuration, their functional role may be elucidated. Soysa et al summarised the functional qualities of the intrinsic foot muscles to include being supportive of the foot arches, activity and load dependent, synergistic and modulating. See table 1 for the evidence-based descriptions of these functional qualities.

The extrinsic foot muscles function as the global movers of the foot core to generate foot motion via their long tendons and modulate structures within the passive subsystem. For example, the Achilles tendon from the triceps surae modulates the tension of the plantar aponeurosis based on their common connection to the calcaneus. As triceps surae tension increases, so does the tension on the plantar fascia (see figure 3B). This is critically important for key events in foot behaviour such as transitioning from a supple to a rigid body during gait. The orientations of the extrinsic foot muscle tendons clearly illustrate their ability to provide dynamic support and control of both the longitudinal and transverse components of the foot dome. These global movers provide both absorption and propulsion capabilities during dynamic activities.

Neural subsystem of the foot core

The neural subsystem consists of the sensory receptors in the plantar fascia, ligaments, joint capsules, muscles and tendons involved in the active and passive subsystems. It is well accepted that plantar sensation is a critical element to gait and balance with the contributions of the plantar cutaneous receptors the most extensively studied. The sensory contributions of the intrinsic foot muscles remain less clear. Based on the intrinsic foot muscles’ anatomical and biomechanical configuration, these muscles lack mechanical advantage for producing large joint motions. Rather, their anatomical positions and alignments suggest that they are advantageously positioned to provide...
immediate sensory information, via the stretch response, about changes in the foot dome posture. In contrast to input from sensory receptors within the passive subsystem (e.g., capsuloligamentous and cutaneous receptors), these sensors may be modulated through training to alter their sensitivity to foot dome deformation. After fatigue of the intrinsic foot muscles via repetitive isolated contractions of metatarsophalangeal joint flexion, navicular drop during standing increased significantly in healthy participants. The authors concluded that the motor contributions of these muscles led to the change in foot posture, but this may be more associated with a change in sensory information. Muscular fatigue brought about by repetitive contractions has been shown to decrease joint position sense in other areas of the lower extremity. This may indicate that not only do the muscles provide relevant direct support to the passive subsystem via muscular contraction, but they may also provide relevant sensory information about foot dome posture in a similar fashion to the lumbopelvic muscles in relation to trunk posture.

FOOT CORE ASSESSMENT

Little attention has been paid to the clinical assessment of intrinsic foot muscles in the musculoskeletal injury literature apart from specific conditions such as diabetic neuropathy and claw toes. Assessments for these conditions have largely been related to diminished toe flexion strength or atrophy of the intrinsic foot muscles. A recent systematic review concluded that there is no gold standard for assessing the function of the intrinsic foot muscles. Assessment techniques have been categorised as ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ evaluations of intrinsic muscle function. Direct evaluations have focused on assessment of toe flexion strength while indirect evaluations include imaging techniques and EMG to estimate intrinsic foot muscle function.

Tests focusing on toe flexion strength are inherently limited by the inability to conclusively separate the contributions of the intrinsic and extrinsic toe flexor muscles. Methods of assessment have included manual muscle testing, toe grip dynamometry, pedobarography, and a pair of special tests: the paper grip and intrinsic positive tests. The limitation of all of these measures is their strict focus on the role of the intrinsic muscles in producing toe flexion, but ignoring their more proximal functions of supporting the arches of the foot. We assert that the latter is more important than the former in assessment of foot core function.

The intrinsic foot muscle test has been proposed as a functional assessment of a patient’s ability to maintain a neutral foot posture and medial longitudinal arch height during single limb stance. To perform this test, the clinician sets the patient’s test foot in subtalar neutral with the calcaneus and all the metatarsal heads on the ground, and asks the patient to fully extend the toes. The patient then lowers their toes to the
Figure 5  Insertions of the extrinsic foot muscle tendons on the plantar surface of the foot. (A) The insertions of the flexor digitorum longus, flexor hallucis longus and peroneus longus are depicted. Note the longitudinal alignment of the flexor tendons as it relates to their functional contributions to longitudinal foot stability. The oblique alignment of the peroneus longus tendon and its midfoot orientation clearly supports the transverse arch. (B) The insertion of the tibialis posterior tendon is depicted with the tendons of figure 1A cut away. Note the widespread insertions of the tibialis posterior tendon across the tarsals and metatarsals elucidating its functional contributions to longitudinal and transverse arch stability.

Figure 6  The intrinsic foot muscles are presented in their anatomic orientation within the four plantar layers and the dorsal intrinsic muscle. The numbers correspond to the muscles as follows: (1) abductor hallucis, (2) flexor digitorum brevis, (3) abductor digitii minimi, (4) quadratus plantae (note its insertion into the flexor digitorum tendon), (5) lumbricals (note their origin from the flexor digitorum longus tendon), (6) flexor digiti minimi, (7) adductor hallucis oblique (a) and transverse (b) heads, (8) flexor hallucis brevis, (9) plantar interossei, (10) dorsal interossei and (11) extensor digitorum brevis.
ground and is asked to maintain the foot position in single limb stance for 30 s. The clinician observes for gross changes in navicular height and overactivity of the extrinsic muscles. Preliminary evidence suggests that the intrinsic foot muscle test can detect improvements in foot core function after rehabilitation in patients with lower extremity injuries, however further development of the clinimetric properties of this test is needed.

Both surface and fine wire EMG are methods of testing intrinsic foot muscle function, although these have primarily been in laboratory rather than clinical settings. Surface EMG testing has focused on the abductor hallucis, the most superficial intrinsic muscle of the medial longitudinal arch. While EMG crosstalk is typically a concern with muscles in proximity to each other, this concern is diminished in this case because the abductor hallucis EMG activity is seen as a surrogate for all the medially located intrinsic foot muscles as a whole. Fine wire EMG testing of the intrinsic foot muscles is ideally performed by using real-time ultrasound imaging to guide and confirm the location of the indwelling electrode. Kelly et al reported the ability to assess the activation of the abductor hallucis, flexor digitorum brevis, dorsal interossei and quadratus plantae with these methods. At this time, there is a lack of clinical studies that have used either surface or fine wire EMG to assess plantar intrinsic muscle function in lower extremity injured patients.

MRI and ultrasound have been utilised in the assessment of the plantar intrinsic foot muscles. MRI has primarily been used to assess either the cross-sectional area or the total volume of specific muscles. For example, Chang et al demonstrated that patients with unilateral plantar fasciitis had less total volume of the plantar intrinsic muscles in their forefoot region compared to their contralateral healthy limbs. Serial MRI examinations have been used to demonstrate more rapid atrophy of plantar intrinsic muscles in patients with diabetes with neuropathy compared to patients with diabetes without neuropathy and healthy controls. Similar muscle volume deficits have been identified with ultrasonography. As with surface EMG, the superficial location of the abductor hallucis muscle has made this muscle the primary target for ultrasound measures of cross-sectional area. Further research is needed to determine if ultrasound of the plantar intrinsic muscles can be used as a biofeedback tool during rehabilitation to allow patients to visualise contraction of specific muscles similar to what has been used with the lateral abdominal muscles.

**FOOT CORE TRAINING**

Therapeutic exercise of the plantar intrinsic foot muscles has been traditionally described as occurring during toe flexion exercises such as towel curls and marble pick-ups. While these exercises certainly do activate some of the plantar intrinsic muscles, they also involve substantial activation of the flexor hallucis longus and flexor digitorum longus muscles. Recently, the ‘short foot exercise’ has been described as a means to isolate contraction of the plantar intrinsic muscles (figure 7). The foot is ‘shortened’ by using the intrinsic muscles to pull the first metatarsophalangeal joint towards the calcaneus as the medial longitudinal arch is elevated. As the arch raises during this exercise, it is also referred to as ‘foot doming’.

We advocate Hodges’ concept of establishing control of intrinsic foot muscle function before increasing capacity. The short foot exercise can be viewed as a foundational exercise for foot and ankle rehabilitation similar to how the abdominal drawing in manoeuvre (ADIM) is foundational to lumbopelvic core stability exercise programmes. With the ADIM, emphasis is placed on the patient learning to sense pelvic neutral and being able to contract the local stabiliser muscles to draw in the umbilicus. Care is taken to not allow activation of any global mover muscles while executing the ADIM. With the short foot exercise, emphasis should be placed on the patient learning to sense subtalar neutral with the calcaneus and the metatarsal heads on the ground and the toes neither flexed nor extended (the positioning described earlier with the intrinsic foot muscle test) and then being able to shorten the foot by using the plantar intrinsic muscles. EMG activity of the abductor hallucis, flexor digitorum brevis and quadratus plantae have been shown to increase substantially with increasing postural demand. Activation of the abductor hallucis has been shown to be over four times greater during short foot exercise compared to towel curl exercises in sitting and unipedal standing. The short foot exercise can be performed in progression from sitting to bipedal, to unipedal positions, followed by functional activities such as squats and single leg hops.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that training the foot core via short foot exercise progressions can improve foot function. For example, 4 weeks of short foot exercise training in healthy individuals reduces arch collapse as assessed by measures of navicular drop and arch height index, and improve balance ability. In another study, healthy individuals who completed 4 weeks of short foot exercises demonstrated improved dynamic balance compared to those who performed 4 weeks of towel curl exercises. However, postural control gains following a 4-week balance training home exercise programme were equivalent between healthy training groups that did and did not perform the short foot positioning during their balance exercises. In healthy young adults with pes planus, there were significant increases in great toe flexion strength and the cross-sectional area of the abductor hallucis muscle after 4 weeks of short foot exercises and foot orthotic intervention compared to foot orthotic intervention alone. Preliminary evidence demonstrates improved self-reported function in chronic ankle instability patients who performed 4 weeks of short foot
positions during balance exercises compared to a group that did not perform the short foot positioning during their balance exercises. The training programmes used in these studies form a framework for functional improvements through foot core rehabilitation. There are other promising interventions for foot core training, which may offer strong functional benefits.

Role of barefoot/minimal footwear training for the foot core

Barefoot/minimal footwear walking and running may be used as a training tool to strengthen the foot core system. Robbins and Hanna reported a significant reduction in the foot length (measured radiographically from the anterior aspect of the calcaneus to the first metatarsophalangeal joint) following 4 months of barefoot walking and running. The shortened foot is an indirect measure of foot strengthening as it indicates a raising of the arch. Muscle size has been directly correlated to muscle strength. Using this principle, Brüggemann et al. measured the cross-sectional area of some of the core muscles of the foot in runners who trained for 5 months in shoes that lacked any support to the arch and rearfoot. They reported significant increases in the cross-sectional area of many of these muscles. Further studies are needed to determine whether strength and cross-sectional area gains of the foot core muscles lead to a reduction in running-related injuries.

Another advantage of being completely barefoot is the increase in sensory input received from the plantar surface of the foot. Sensory input has long been recognised for its importance in postural stability and dynamic gait patterns. In a study of single leg standing, postural stability was found to be significantly improved when standing bare feet as opposed to in thin socks. This suggests that the thin socks filter out important sensory input that assists us with our static stability. This sensory input appears to be important to dynamic stability as well. In a recent study of single leg landings, dynamic stability was improved when landing in the barefoot condition compared to a minimal running shoe and a traditional running shoe. In fact, stability progressively increased with decreasing amount of footwear support. These studies highlight the potential importance of sensory input to the function of the foot. Therefore barefoot activities, in safe environments, should assist in improving foot function. However, it should be noted that individuals without normal sensation should avoid barefoot activities.

SUMMARY

In summary, we hope we have increased the awareness of the importance of the foot core, making up our arch, to overall foot function. We have presented evolutionary evidence that the foot core system developed in response to the increased demands of load carriage and running. Admittedly, there is much we do not know about the intricacies of our foot mechanics. However, advancements in dynamic imaging such as biplanar videoradiography will further enhance our understanding of normal and abnormal foot kinematics. Clearly, a stronger foot is a healthier foot. To this end, we are suggesting a paradigm shift in the way we think about treating the foot. Current clinical guidelines include the use of foot orthotic devices for heel pain and plantar fasciitis, but lack any reference to strengthening of the foot. While temporary support may be needed during the acute phase of an injury, it should be replaced as soon as possible with a strengthening programme just as would be carried out for any other part of the body. Therefore, we believe that more attention needs to be focused on static and dynamic foot core function in rehabilitation programmes. These concepts can be extended to organised fitness programmes as well. Our feet were designed with the strength for unsupported endurance walking and running. Unfortunately, adding permanent support to the foot, as opposed to strengthening the foot core, is the current standard of care.

We would like to suggest that perhaps it is time for the Decade of the Foot. This type of attention to a largely ignored, but critical, part of our body might help to raise awareness of the amazing function of our feet and their underappreciated potential for improvement.

What are the new findings?

- The foot core system is comprised of interacting subsystems that provide relevant sensory input and functional stability for accommodating to changing demands during both static and dynamic activities. The interaction of these subsystems is very similar to the lumbopelvic core system.
- The plantar intrinsic foot muscles within the active and neural subsystems play a critical role in the foot core system as local stabilisers and direct sensors of foot deformation.
- Assessment of the foot core system can provide clinical insight into the ability of the foot to cope with changing functional demands.
- Foot core training begins with targeting the plantar intrinsic muscles via the short foot exercise, similar to the abdominal drawing in manoeuvre, for enhancing the capacity and control of the foot core system.
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